          
   

      

   


This article explores the morphological nature of what are traditionally called spatial preﬁxes
in the East Caucasian language Dargi. Having developed historically from adverbs, the preﬁxes
are now completely integrated into the verb’s morphology, syntax and semantics. Instead of
regarding verbs derived with these spatial preﬁxes as preﬁxed stems on a synchronic level
as well, the alternative proposed here is to consider them bipartite stems. This also ﬁts a
recent proposal to regard bipartite stems as a feature of the East Caucasian language family
as a whole.

   
This article explores the morphological nature of what are traditionally called
spatial preﬁxes in the East Caucasian language Dargi. Having developed
historically from adverbs, the preﬁxes are now completely integrated into the
verb’s morphology, syntax and semantics. Section  provides a description
of the preﬁxes on the basis of the literature, and gives an account of their
historical development. On the basis of new data collected during ﬁeldwork,
the syntagmatic, paradigmatic and semantic properties of the preﬁxes will be
analyzed in section . Instead of regarding verbs derived with these spatial
preﬁxes as preﬁxed stems on a synchronic level as well, the alternative that
will be proposed here, is to consider them bipartite stems. This also ﬁts a
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recent proposal to regard bipartite stems as a feature of the East Caucasian
language family as a whole, which will be discussed in section .

 
Dargi is an East Caucasian language spoken by approximately 366,000 speakers in the Republic Daghestan (Russian Federation). It is currently considered
a separate branch within East Caucasian, on a par with the Nakh, Avar-Andic,
Tsezic, Lak and Lezgic languages (Nikolayev–Starostin 1994). Dargi has wide
dialect variety and some of the geographically more peripheral dialects are
often considered separate languages. The written standard is based on the
Akusha dialect. Data for this study come from Akusha Dargi and were collected during on-site ﬁeldwork. Dargi has fairly consistent head-ﬁnal word
order in the clause and the noun phrase. It has rich suﬃxation on nouns and
verbs, a well-developed case inventory and absolutive/ergative case-marking.



  

There are three types of verbal preﬁxes in Dargi (van den Berg 2001, 32):
a. gender preﬁx: Dargi has three genders in the singular (masculine,
feminine, neuter) and two gender distinctions in the plural.

"#! 
Gender aﬃxes in Akusha Dargi
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Verbs agree with their S/P in gender, thus showing ergative cross-reference
of arguments e.g.,
(1)

(a) w-ak’-ib
m-come-aor(3)

‘He came.’

(b) r-ak’-ib
f-come-aor(3)

‘She came.’

      

 
(c) neš.li
mother(erg)

    

w-ax-un
m-feed-aor(3)
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‘Mother fed him.’

b. negation preﬁxes: there are two preﬁxes for negation, negative  and
prohibitive . The latter is used in the negative imperative and negative
optative, whereas  is used in all other cases, e.g.,
(2)

neš.li
mother(erg)

èe-w-ax-un
neg-m-feed-aor(3)

‘Mother did not feed him.’

c. spatial preﬁxes: there are two series of spatial preﬁxes in Dargi containing four preﬁxes each. The four local preﬁxes are  ‘on top of’, 
‘under’,  ‘in front of’, Q ‘behind’; the four directional preﬁxes are  ‘upwards’,  ‘downwards’,  ‘hither’,   ‘thither’. The spatial preﬁxes are
the topic of this article.
The order of the three types of preﬁxes is space-negation-gender, see
examples (3)–(5) below.



   

There are three types of Dargi verb stems (van den Berg 2001, 33):
a. bare roots, most of which are preceded by a gender preﬁx. These

roots are free morphemes and occur as independent verbs, e.g.,: 
‘come’,   ‘feed’,   ‘write’,   ‘milk’.
b. compound stems, which consist of a nominal part (noun, adjective, adverb, sound symbolic element) and a root. The root belong to a limited class
of both free morphemes (e.g., P  ‘be’,   ‘make, do’) and bound
morphemes (e.g.,  ,   ). Examples are:   P 
‘be surprised (surprise+be)’,  P  ‘be ready (ready+be)’,   







Oblique (i.e., non-absolutive) case endings are added to the absolutive stem plus stem
extension, which in most cases is %.

We do not include in this article the petriﬁed preﬁxes  % ‘away’,  % ‘towards’ (as in
e.g.,  % %&'( ‘leave’, &% %'( ‘arrive’). Unlike the spatial preﬁxes, they combine with a
diﬀerent, very limited, set of verb roots, and their historical origin is unclear.
Dargi verbs have a perfective and imperfective stem: the verbal paradigm is partially
based on the perfective stem (Aorist, Perfect), partially on the imperfective stem (Future,
Imperfect, Present).
Capital
in citation forms stands for the (unspeciﬁed) gender preﬁx, which is realized
according to Table 1.
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  ‘end (head+do)’,    ‘prepare (ready+do)’, å 
P  ‘be blind (blind+be)’,     ‘agree (agree+aux)’,  
  ‘defeat (above+aux)’,    ‘appear (outside+aux)’, 
   ‘leave (outside+aux)’, Q   ‘stay behind (behind+
aux)’,    ‘stretch (before+catch)’,    ‘set on
(onom+do)’,      ‘cut with scissors (onom+do)’,  
 ‘hang (onom+aux)’.
Beside the gender and the negation aﬃxes, the focus particle  ‘and,
also, even’ can also occur between the nominal part and the root of a compound.
c. preﬁxed stems, which consist of one of the spatial preﬁxes mentioned in
section  type c. and a root. The root belongs to a limited class of free and
bound morphemes. Examples are, e.g., (with the bound morpheme  ): 
 ‘move impetuously upwards (upwards-aux)’,   ‘move impetuously
downwards (downwards-aux)’; (with the free morpheme  ‘leave, let’) 
 ‘add (on-leave)’,   ‘plant, bury (under-leave)’. The stems form one
phonological unit with word stress on the ﬁrst syllable, i.e., on the preﬁx.
The principal diﬀerence between compound stems and preﬁxed stems is,
that the nominal part of a compound belongs to an open class, which can
be expanded by including borrowed lexemes. In contrast, the preﬁxes of the
stems of type c. are a closed class. The remainder of this paper will deal with
the latter type of preﬁxed verb stems.





      

  

Table 2 gives a schematic overview of the spatial preﬁxes. The preﬁxes of the
local series can in their turn be followed by a gender aﬃx, thus giving rise
to two adjacent gender aﬃxes preceding the root. The preﬁx followed by the
gender aﬃx has an elative meaning, e.g.,  ‘on top of’,   ‘from the top’.
Examples of a local preﬁx plus a root are given in (3), of a local preﬁx with
a gender aﬃx plus a root in (4); combinations of a directional preﬁx plus a
root are exempliﬁed in (5).
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"#! 
Spatial preﬁxes in Akusha Dargi



−gender aﬃx
če‘on top of’
u‘under’
ha- ‘in front of’
Qe‘behind’

  
če-Bu-Bha-BQe-B-

+gender aﬃx
‘from the top, oﬀ’
‘from under’
‘from the front’
‘from behind’



   

kaasaB-et-

‘downwards’
‘upwards’
‘hither’
‘thither’

Examples:
(3)

(4)

(5)



(a) če-b-at-ur
on-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he added it.’

(b) če-èe-b-at-ur
on-neg-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he did not add it.’

(c) u-b-at-ur
under-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he planted/buried it.’

(d) ha-b-at-ur
front-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he put it in front.’

(a) če-b-b-at-ur
on-n-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he took it (a piece of clothes) oﬀ.’

(b) če-r-d-at-ur
on-nh-nh-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he took them (clothes) oﬀ.’

(c) če-b-èe-b-at-ur
on-n-neg-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he did not take it oﬀ.’

(a) ka-b-at-ur
down-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he put it down.’

(b) ka-èe-b-at-ur
down-neg-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he did not put it down.’

(c) a-b-at-ur
up-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he put it on a higher place.’

(d) sa-b-at-ur
hither-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(The hen) hatched (an egg).’

The 3rd person non-human plural gender marker has positionally conditioned allomorphy,
with  in morpheme-initial and -medial position, and in morpheme-ﬁnal position. The
allomorphy of this gender aﬃx serves as the main instrument to distinguish between a
gender preﬁx belonging to a root and a gender suﬃx belonging to a spatial preﬁx, as in
cases like )! P ‘see’ )!% P ()!P# ‘(s)he saw them’) vs. )!  ‘take from above’
)! % ()!  # ‘(s)he took them’).
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The literature on Dargi usually does not make a clear distinction between
preﬁxed and compound stems: they are often treated under one heading.
The underlined verbs in example (6) are actually compounds with an adverb. Various authors mention the possibility of combining more than one
spatial preﬁx with a root (Abdullaev 1954, 158; Abdullaev 1993, 288–362;
Magometov 1963, 175–83; 1983, 196–200), e.g.,
“P%#%%! ‘put upwards, reach, argue’, %#%%! ‘fall, happen’, #%!%%! ‘get
(thither)’, %#%%! ‘get (hither)’, #%!% %#%%! ‘get hither-thither, get worried’, )!%#%%! ‘tear into’, )!%P%#%%! ‘put on top’, )!%%#%%! ‘tear into downwards’, )!% %#%%! ‘tear into hither’, )!%#%!%%! ‘tear into thither’, )!%#%%#%
%! ‘break away upwards’, )!%#%%#%%! ‘break away downwards, forgive’, )!%
#% %#%%! ‘break away hither’, )!%#%#%!%%! ‘break away thither’, )!%#%#%%!
‘break away, get rid of’, )!%#%*%#%#%%! ‘be moved’, )!%#%)!%#%#%%! ‘be ﬁlled to
overﬂowing’, )!%#%%! ‘win’, )!%#%%#%%! ‘move downwards’, )!%#%%#%%!
‘move downwards’, )!%#%%%#%%! ‘move downwards’, )!%#%&*%#%%! ‘move
upwards’, )!%#%&*%%#%%! ‘move upwards’, P%#%%! ‘subside’, P%%#%%!
‘add downwards’, P% %#%%! ‘add hither’, P%#%!%%! ‘add thither’, P%#%%#%
%! ‘break away upwards’, P%#%%#%%! ‘break away downwards’, P%#% %#%
%! ‘break away hither’, P%#%#%!%%! ‘break away thither’, P%#%#%%! ‘step
back, confess’, P%#%)!%#%#%%! ‘cause a scuﬄe’, P%#%*%#%#%%! ‘slip out, dodge’,
P%#%%#%%! ‘move upwards’, P%#%%%#%%! ‘move upwards’, P%#%%!
‘suﬀer a defeat’, Pudi-ka-b-ik-es ‘suﬀer a defeat’, P%#%%#%%! ‘move upwards’,
P%#%%%#%%! ‘move upwards’, P%#%&*%#%%! ‘move downwards’, P%#%
&*%%#%%! ‘move downwards’, *%#%%! ‘appear before’, *%%#%%! ‘hinder
downwards’, *% %#%%! ‘hinder, block hither’, *%#%!%%! ‘hinder, block thither’,
*%#%#%%! ‘tear’, *%#%%#%%! ‘tear downwards’, *%#% %#%%! ‘tear hither’,
*%#%#%!%%! ‘tear thither’, *%#%%! ‘overtake’, *%#%%#%%! ‘move from
the front’, *%#%%%#%%! ‘move from the front’, *%#%&*%#%%! ‘move forward’, *%#%&*%%#%%! ‘move forward’, Q!%#%%! ‘put aside, keep’, Q!%#%%!
‘hide oneself’, Q!%%#%%! ‘hide downwards’, Q!% %#%%! ‘hide hither’, Q!%#%
!%%! ‘hide thither’, Q!%#%%#%%! ‘follow’, Q!%#%%%#%%! ‘follow’, Q!%
#%&*%#%%! ‘move backward, step back’, Q!%#%&*%%#%%! ‘move backward, step
back’, Q!%#%%#%%! ‘get caught upwards’ ” (Abdullaev 1993, 333–5)

The examples given above suggest that there are virtually no limitations to
the combinatory possibilities of local and directional preﬁxes. This will be
tested in section  on data from Akusha Dargi.


The examples quoted here are combinations with the auxiliary %+ % . For reasons of
space only the perfective stem % is given; morpheme boundaries were inserted for the
readers’ convenience. Abdullaev indicates glottal stops in initial position before a vowel;
as there is no opposition in that position between the absence vs. presence of /P/, I do
not indicate glottal stops in my own transcription.
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As to nexus, Abdullaev (1954, 161f) mentions the possibility of inserting
the focus particle  ‘and, also, even’ between the spatial preﬁx and the
root, e.g.:
(6)

(a) če-as-ib
on-take-aor(3)
‘(S)he took it upon him/herself.’
(b) če-ra as-ib,
taman-ra b-ar-ib
on-and take-aor(3) end-and n-do-aor(3)
‘(S)he took it upon him/herself and ﬁnished it.’

In Akusha Dargi, however, the particle  cannot be inserted between the
spatial preﬁxes and the verb root:   from example (6b) is regarded
as an utterance of a diﬀerent Dargi dialect. The intersected compound 
  is acceptable though (see section  type b.). The possibility of
inserting a focus particle is a second major diﬀerence between compound
verbs and preﬁxed verbs, in addition to the distinction between open and
closed class membership of the ﬁrst element, mentioned in section .

   
Dargi spatial preﬁxes developed from adverbs. This view is generally accepted, see however Musaev (1983) for a diﬀerent approach. Given Dargi’s
basic SOV word order, the adverb was positioned between the object and
the verb, and also functioned as an adposition with nouns. In the course of
time the adverb/adposition lost its independent status: it turned into a bound
morpheme with verbs and grammaticalized as spatial case marking on nouns.
Akusha Dargi has four or ﬁve local cases, which in their bare form
indicate ‘movement to’ (lative). The addition of a gender marker renders
‘location’ (essive); this marker can be followed by the directional suﬃx  to
express ‘movement away’ (elative), e.g.:




The grammaticalization of Dargi adverbs is thus a classic example of this type of historical
development as discussed in Hopper–Traugott (1993, 107f).

Akusha Dargi has an allative %Q and an illative for hollow space %*, both occur with
a few nouns only, and some authors consider them variants of (historically) one and the
same suﬃx. More work on Dargi is needed to clarify this matter.
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"#! 
Spatial case-marking in Akusha Dargi


super
in (mass)
sub
ad
in (hollow)

(7)

-či
-zi
-Pu
-Qi
-èi

(a) galga.li-či
tree-sup

‘onto the tree’

(b) galga.li-či-r
tree-sup-f

‘on (top of) the tree’

(c) galga.li-či-r-ad
tree-sup-f-ela

‘from the tree’

(8) (a) GarGa.li-Pu
stone-sub


-či-B
-zi-B
-Pu-B
-Qi-B
-èi-B


-či-B-ad
-zi-B-ad
-Pu-B-ad
-Qi-B-ad
(-èi-B-ad)

‘under the stone’

(b) ši.li-zi
village-ill

‘into the village’

(c) qay-Qi
house-ad

‘(to) home’

Whereas Akusha Dargi has just one directional suﬃx  , the Urakhi dialect
has a set of four elative suﬃxes, which distinguish directional deixis: 
‘elative upwards’,  ‘elative downwards’,  ‘elative towards the speaker,
hither’,  ‘elative away from the speaker, thither’, e.g., (Uslar 1892, 33):
(9)



(a) wac’a.li-zi
forest-ill

‘into the forest’

(b) wac’a.li-zi-w-ad
forest-ill-m-ela

‘out of the forest upwards’

(c) wac’a.li-zi-w-kad
forest-ill-m-ela

‘out of the forest downwards’

(d) wac’a.li-zi-w-sad
forest-ill-m-ela

‘out of the forest towards the speaker’

This form can be obtained in elicitation, but has not occurred so far in Akusha Dargi
texts.

      

 
(e) wac’a.li-zi-b-bit
forest-ill-m-ela
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‘out of the forest away from the speaker’

Historically we therefore assume two series of adverbs, the local adverbs (e.g.,
 P   Q ) and the directional ones (e.g.,    ). These
adverbs grammaticalized, either separately or in combination with each other,
as case-endings on nouns and as preﬁxes on verbs. A schematic representation
of these processes is given in Tables 4–5.

"#! Grammaticalization of local adverbs
*čV
-či
galga-li-či
‘onto the tree’
galga-li-či-B ‘on the tree’

čeče-B-at-es
‘add’
če-B-B-at-es ‘remove’
čedi

"#! 
Grammaticalization of directional adverbs
*ad
-ad
galga-li-či-B-ad ‘from the tree’

aa-B-iz-es

‘rise’

∅

In addition new local adverbs were formed on the basis of the old ones, e.g.:
 ‘on top of, above’,  ‘under’,  ‘in front of, before’, Q ‘behind,
after’. The current adverbs occur independently, e.g.:
Apparently with the assimilation of the gender aﬃx: $%# > #%#.
We can at least reconstruct an adverb .) , which developed into the case-ending %) and
preﬁx )!%; an adverb *P which developed into %P and %. The adverb ** developed
into a preﬁx *%, but the location ‘in front of’ with nouns is expressed in Akusha Dargi by
the adposition * ‘in front of’, whereas some other dialects have a cognate local suﬃx.
The spatial suﬃx %/ does not seem to have developed from an adposition. Due to the
restricted occurrence of %Q , we cannot be more precise about the relationship between
the preﬁx Q!% and the suﬃx %Q at the moment.

The directional adverbs ,  and  lost their ﬁnal consonant while being attached
to verbs: in some dialects the consonant still occurs in negated forms, however, e.g.,
Urkarakh Dargi %#%P%# (hither-n-come-aor(3)) ‘it arrived’ vs. %*%#%P%# (hitherneg-n-come-aor(3)) ‘it did not arrive’ (Magometov 1963, 232).

There is ample evidence that the original adverbs were monosyllabic and that the second
syllable of the current adpositions ()!  * Q! ) has been added later. First, the
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(10) čedi-b b-erc’-ibsi QärQä-ra
sa〈b〉i (van den Berg 2001, 201)
above-n n-fry-part hen(abs)-and be:n
‘On top was a fried chicken as well.’

The adverbs are also used in locative constructions, following a noun in the
genitive, while taking the same suﬃxes as the local case-endings, e.g.:
(11) (a) galga-la
tree-gen

čedi
above

‘(to) above the tree’

(b) galga-la
tree-gen

čedi-b
above-n

‘above the tree’

(c) galga-la
tree-gen

čedi-b-ad
above-n-ela

‘from above the tree’

The adverbs also play a role in verbal compounding, see section

 type b.

(12) urši
udzi.li-či-w
čedi+ik-ib
(van den Berg, ﬁeldnotes)
boy(abs) brother-sup-m above+m:pass-aor(3)
‘The boy beat his brother.’



    

Although it is clear from a diachronic perspective that the preﬁxes under consideration derive new lexical items, the synchronic description of the preﬁxed
verb stems is still under debate. Some syntagmatic and semantic properties
need to be further clariﬁed. Therefore the following questions need to be
answered:
a. To what extent do spatial preﬁxes and verb roots combine freely?
b. To what extent can local and directional preﬁxes be combined in a verb?
c. Is the meaning of a preﬁxed verb stem transparent from the combination
of meanings of the preﬁx and the root?
d. Do the spatial preﬁxes inﬂuence valency?
These questions will be discussed in section

 below.

original monosyllabic adverb is still found in some Dargi dialects, e.g., Megeb Dargi P
‘under’ vs. Akusha Dargi  (Magometov 1982, 126). In Akusha Dargi the monosyllabic
adverbs are regarded as archaic and are only found in folktales and poetry. An additional
argument is the variation of the second syllable across the various dialects, e.g., Akusha
)! , Kubachi ) ‘on’; Akusha  , Kubachi  ‘under’ (Magometov 1963, 244–9).
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Tables 6–7 give an overview of the combinatory possibilities of nine series of
preﬁxed verb stems. The verbs were taken from the text corpus in van den
Berg (2001), which is a sample of Dargi folktales. Additional data were
taken from Isaev (1988), and Abdullaev (1993). All preﬁxed verb stems were
checked, whether the root of that verb would also occur with one of the
other preﬁxes. All potential preﬁx combinations were checked as well. A
total number of 21 verb series (i.e., 21 roots with their preﬁx combinations)
was checked. The most elaborate series are given in tables 6–7; the other 12
verb series displayed just a few preﬁx-root combinations. They were taken
into account for the study, but for reasons of space, they will not be fully
represented in a table.



These 12 verb series are the following: ﬁve of them are based on a free morpheme, e.g.,
 ‘release’: )! 0 ‘throw upon, cover’,  0 ‘make a bed’, )! 0 ‘tear oﬀ’,
 0 ‘give something to someone else to wear out’,  0 ‘1. throw, 2. kill’,  0
‘throw into a pan’, )! 0 ‘throw upon, cover’,  0 ‘make a bed’;
  ‘tear’: )! !  ‘tear oﬀ’,  !  ‘tear oﬀ’, * !  ‘dig through’;
  ‘hit’: )! &' ‘put something against something else’,  &' ‘put the foundation’, * &' ‘throw out with force, chase’, )! &' ‘cut oﬀ’,  &' ‘deny’;

)! ! 1 ‘forgive’,  ! 1 ‘leave secretively’,
‘realize’;
  ‘pass’: -!' ‘get lost, disappear’, %!' ‘get lost, disappear’.
Five other verb series are based on a bound morpheme:
   :  ( ‘leave from under’,  ( ‘rise’,  ( ‘leave downwards’;
  ‘turn into diﬀerent form’:

%!! 1

 : )! +)!2 ‘promise’, č!  ‘take from above’,   ‘take away’, *  ‘dig
from under, undermine’, Q!  ‘imitate’,  ‘buy, take’,  ‘take’,  ‘take’, * 
‘dig from under, undermine’, Q!  ‘imitate’;
 (both perfective and imperfective): )! ( ‘pour on top’, )! ! (! ‘pour out’,  %
! (! ‘pour out’, ! ( ‘1. cover by glazed frost, 2. add (liquids) into object’, ! ( ‘pour’,
)! ( ‘pour from above’;
   : )!'( ‘strew on top’, '(3' (causative only) ‘strew (straw) under (the cattle)’, '( ‘strew’;
 : )! ‘hit’,  ‘touch’,  ‘fall on the ﬂoor’, )! ‘hit’.
For two verbs, )! ( ‘take revenge’, )!  4
+)!  4
 ‘wake up’, no other combination
with a preﬁx was found, nor did the root occur in an other verb. There are two additional
verbs that are suspicious with regard to their morphological make-up, but which were not
taken into account here, e.g.,)!*+)!* ‘dress’ (negative form )!%*!%* !) and +$ ‘stay’
(negative form %*!% !).
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Table 6 gives an overview of the combinatory possibilities of the spatial preﬁxes (in the rows) with verbal roots that are free morphemes (in the columns),
 ‘leave let, P P ‘come, reach’,
viz. P  ‘be, become’, 
 ‘dig’. Table 7 presents the combinations of the spatial preﬁxes
and 
with verbal roots that are bound morphemes, viz.   ‘pass, enter’,
  ‘turn into’,   ‘move’,  
 ‘put (itr.)’,  

‘put (tr.)’. The translation of the bound morphemes only approximates their
semantics: the precise meaning of these verbal roots needs further research.
It turns out that no verb series is complete, i.e., there is no verb root that
combines with all the spatial preﬁxes. In general, a local preﬁx followed by a
gender marker only combines with a certain root, if the same preﬁx also occurs
with that root  the gender marker, e.g.,     ‘get rid of’
and     ‘have to’;     ‘jump out’ and    
‘stick out’, etc. There are a few exceptions to this tendency, mainly verbs
with the preﬁx  , e.g.,  P   ‘lose’ (** P   ),    
‘slip out’ (**    );  
  ‘lead away the bride with force’
  ).
(**  
As to the combinatory possibilities of the local and directional preﬁxes,
tables 6–7 show that local preﬁxes only combine with the directional preﬁx  e.g.,:     ‘add’ and     ‘add’;    
‘stick out’ and     ‘stick out’;     ‘sink, settle’ and
    ‘sink, settle’. The presence of  does not seem to change
the meaning of the verb substantially: probably the semantic diﬀerence between verbs with and without  is in the process of being lost, or  is on
its way of becoming a kind of discourse particle, the exact meaning of which
is (yet) unknown. The single other combination of preﬁxes is  and  
in the verb   P   P ‘drive oneself to the edge’, the meaning of which
cannot be related directly to the verbs preﬁxed with just  or  , i.e.,
 P  P ‘see’ and  P
 P ‘reach thither’.

  !
Table 8 gives an overview of the number and percentage of occurrences in the
sample of 21 verb series tested here and in the corpus. Combinations with 
 and to a lesser extent  are the most frequent, both for token and type
frequency. An interesting discrepancy is observed between the large number
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of theoretically possible combinations with  and   and their much lower
frequency in the corpus. This holds to a lesser extent also for  and  .

"#! 5
Number of occurrences of spatial preﬁxes

   
 
če- + če-Bu- + u-Bha- + ha-BQe- + Qe-BakasaB-et-

 

number
15+9
8+14
8+6
1+3
15
15
6
3
103

percentage
23.3
21.4
13.6
3.9
14.5
14.5
5.8
2.9
100

   
    
number
57+10
1+3
2+3
0+1
35
119
5
20
256

percentage
26.2
1.6
1.9
0.4
13.7
46.5
1.9
7.8
100

   
   
number
7+6
1+3
1+2
0+1
8
13
2
3
47

percentage
27.7
8.5
6.4
2.1
17.0
27.7
4.2
6.4
100

   
The meaning of a preﬁxed verb is transparent in some cases, in particular
when the directional preﬁxes are contrasted with each other, e.g.,  
  ‘fall down’,     ‘reach a certain level’,     ‘reach
a certain point hither’,     ‘reach a certain point thither’ or
    ‘descend impetuously’,     ‘ascend impetuously’,
    ‘go impetuously hither’ (but not     ‘begin’).
Some verb stems that contain a preﬁx plus gender marker, indicate a movement opposite to the movement encoded in the corresponding stems with the
bare preﬁx, e.g.,     ‘add’ vs.     ‘take oﬀ’;  
  ‘stop up’ vs.     ‘tear’. Other verb pairs of this type
do not show a direct semantic corrrespondence (anymore), e.g.,    
‘plant, bury’ and     ‘leave behind in deposit’; Q P Q P ‘tie
the other way around’ and Q P Q P ‘catch up’.
In most cases, however, the meaning of a verb can be remotely reconstructed from the components. This is only possible ‘in hindsight’, i.e., after having learned the meaning of the whole verb, e.g.,  P  P ‘see
( on+reach?)’,     ‘hatch eggs ( hither+leave)’,    
‘behave provocatively ( in front+turn into?)’,  
  ‘lead away
the bride with force ( from the front+dig?)’, etc.
In general, intransitive preﬁxed verbs are derived from an intransitive
root and transitives from transitive roots. A few valency changes can be
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observed however, e.g.,  P  P ‘see’,  P  P ‘conquer’,  P  P
‘drive on’, Q P Q P ‘tie the other way around’ are transitive, although
the simplex verb P P ‘come, reach’ is intransitive. One could of course
decide that these verbs are derived from a diﬀerent, homophonous, root, also
in the light of the semantic diﬀerences between the root and the derived stems.
Alternatively, one would have to allow for the possibility of valency changes
in the derivation by spatial preﬁxes.



" #    

Given the morphological and semantic peculiarities of the Dargi preﬁxed verb
stems described above, we conclude that these stems must be regarded as
one whole. Therefore we propose to analyze these Dargi verbs as bipartite
stems,8 consisting of two morphemes, the spatial preﬁx and the root. The
concept of bipartite stems was ﬁrst introduced for East Caucasian languages
below), who deﬁned it as follows:
by Johanna Nichols (see also section
“A bipartite verb stem consists of two morphemes, which make up a single, and often
discontinuous, stem. One of the morpheme slots usually has to do with motion,
direction, the other on with means, shape classiﬁcation. The morphemes of at least
one, but sometimes both, slots are likely to be a closed class or otherwise limited.”
(Nichols 2000, based on DeLancey 1996)

The arguments for treating the Dargi verb stems under consideration as bipartite are the following:
a. Syntagmatic arguments: the preﬁxed verb stems are one phonological
word. The nexus between the two parts is fairly tight: only the gender
and negation aﬃxes may interrupt the stem, but not the focus particle
(section ). The data presented in section  have shown that there is
a limited amount of possible combinations of roots and preﬁxes: roots do
not combine freely with just any preﬁx. Combinations with the preﬁxes
  and  are signiﬁcantly more frequent than with other preﬁxes
(section  ). There is a constraint on the occurrence of the local preﬁx with a gender marker when the preﬁx does not also occur without a
gender marker with the same verb root. Finally, there are fewer possibilities for combining local and directional preﬁxes in one stem than the
literature suggested.


According to DeLancey (1996, 37) the term ‘bipartite stem’ comes from Jacobsen (1980),
which I was unable to consult.
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b. Paradigmatic arguments: the preﬁxes come from a closed class, the roots
from a limited class of bound and free morphemes. Half of the roots
are bound morphemes and do not occur as independent verbs, i.e., the
paradigmatic absence of a preﬁx does not render a semantically and syntactically meaningful verb stem.
c. Semantic arguments: the data discussed in section   have shown that
most verbs display considerable semantic diﬀerences between the root
and preﬁxed stems derived from that root. Valency changes have to be
accounted for in addition.
These arguments lead us to conclude that the Dargi preﬁxed stems must be
regarded as lexicalized, inseparable combinations of a preﬁx and a root, i.e.,
as bipartite stems. As some roots occur as free stems and others do not, it
seems that some stems are more lexicalized than others.
Taking up the issue of nexus once more, Dargi bipartite stems can be
interrupted by two types of elements, i.e. the gender and negation aﬃxes, as
in example (3b), repeated here for convenience.
(13) če-èe-b-at-ur
on-neg-n-leave-aor(3)

‘(S)he did not add it.’

Dargi

The insertion of inﬂectional aﬃxes between two parts of a single prosodic and
grammatical word is in no way unique for Dargi, e.g., the Dutch past gerund
marker  (14); the negation marker in Hungarian (example (15), Perrot
1995, 110); endoclitic person markers in Udi (example (16), Harris 2002, 123):
(14) op-ge-sloten
on-partic-lock:partic

‘locked up’

Dutch

(15) el
prev

‘did not leave’

Hungarian

‘Mzia built a ﬁre.’

Udi

nem
neg

(16) mzia-n
Mzia-erg

men-t
go-pst(3)
arux-ne-be
ﬁre-3sg-do-aor

In the process of lexicalization of the spatial preﬁx and the root, the Dargi
gender and negation aﬃxes got entrapped between the two morphemes of the
stem. As a result they have become inﬁxes with bipartite stems. Of course,
the base that is split is not a single morpheme - as in the strict deﬁnition of
inﬁxation. The two morphemes that make up the bipartite stem, however,
bear a closer semantic and phonological relation to each other than they do
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to the inﬁxed markers (see for a discussion of this type of inﬁxes, Moravcsik
2000, 546).
Example (13) will therefore be reanalyzed as:
(13 ) če〈èe〉〈b〉at-ur
add:neg:n-aor(3)

‘(S)he did not add it.’

Dargi

       
The analysis of the Dargi verbs under consideration as bipartite stems ﬁts in
with a pattern more widely found in verb stems in East Caucasian languages
and other language families.

$ " 
The East Caucasian language family is divided in 6 branches: Nakh, AvarAndic, Tsezic, Lak, Dargi, Lezgic. Topuria (1983) and Sulejmanov (1992),
among others, noted the presence of spatial elements in the initial part of
verb stems, while working from a historical-comparative point of view.
In Ingush, a language of the Nakh branch, verbs have discrepant initials
and vocalism, but clearly related meanings. The spatial elements are found
in stem-ﬁnal position, whereas the initial elements do not have a discernible
meaning, see Table 9 (Nichols 2000).

"#! 6
Spatial elements in Ingush verb stems
-tt ‘vertical/standing’
ott ‘stand up’
Dott ‘pour, lay foundation’
laatt ‘stand’ (progressive)
ghott ‘ﬂy away, take oﬀ’

-ss ‘throw, cause to
move through air’
Doss ‘descend’ ?
toss ‘sprinkle, strew’
qoss ‘throw, cast’
moss ‘splash, pour water’

-ll ‘lying/spreading
over surface’
oll ‘hang up’
Dull ‘put, cover’
toll ‘put on top’
qoll ‘throw, cast’
ull ‘lie’

Nichols proposes the concept of bipartite stems in the ﬁrst place to be able to
account for this synchronic state of aﬀairs in the modern Nakh languages. In


Capital

7 denotes the (unspeciﬁed) gender marker.
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addition, the bipartite concept would also explain some historical-comparative
facts of East Caucasian, like, e.g., the presence of discrepant initials in
otherwise cognate verb sets, or the diﬀerent position of gender markers in the
various branches of the language family (preﬁxal in Nakh, Avar-Andic, both
preﬁxal and inﬁxal in Lak, Dargi, Lezgic). More details and arguments are
given in Nichols (2000).
Hunzib, which belongs to the Tsezic branch, has a few verbs with remnants of spatial preﬁxes. All verbs are given in Table 10 (van den Berg
1995, 353).

"#! 
Spatial elements in Hunzib verb stems
*g- ‘downwards’
gu ‘come down (precipitation)’
guc’u ‘show up’
guuc’u ‘look’ (Nakhada dial.)
gušu ‘touch downwards’
guk’ ‘put on (a hat, scarf)’
gul ‘put down’

*n-/r- ‘upwards’
nu ‘come hither’
ruc’u ‘show up’
nuuc’u ‘look’ (Hunzib dial.)

*t- ‘horizontal’
tu ‘come thither’
tuc’u ‘show up’
tuuc’u ‘look’
tušu ‘touch’

ruk’ ‘belch’

Except for the verb series    ‘come’, the spatial dimension of the verbs
is currently only known by the elder generation. Younger people use the
verbs at random or have generalized one of them. These verbs indicate gender
agreement by apophony, e.g., (van den Berg 1995, 80):
(17) (a) ože
boy(abs)

n@-r
come:-pst

‘The boy came.’

(b) kid
girl(abs)

ni-r
come:-pst

‘The girl came.’

(c) w@
dog(abs)

nu-r
come:-pst

‘The dog came.’

Rutul, a language of the Lezgic branch, has 7 spatial preﬁxes:  ‘down,
beneath’,  ‘on, above’,  ‘in solid mass, in contact’,  ‘under’, P ‘inside’, 
‘behind, back’, 
 ‘outside’,  ‘by, around, in the hands of’. Some verb series
are given in Table 11 (Alekseev 1994, 227).


Nichols (2000) uses the term Nakh-Daghestanian language family, where I use East Caucasian language family. My use of the term East Caucasian does not necessarily imply a
further connection of these languages to a larger North Caucasian stock and equals the
term Nakh-Daghestanian.
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"#! 
Spatial elements in Rutul verb stems

s‘down, beneath’
l‘on, above’
k‘in a solid mass’
g‘under’
P‘inside’
q‘behind, back’
ǧ‘outside’
x‘by, around’

-äč’w
säč’was
‘dismount’
läč’was
‘climb up’
käč’was
‘enter (water)’
gäč’was
‘crawl under’
äč’was
‘enter’

-eyg
-aǧw
-ix̂
seygas
saǧwas
‘pour down (rain)’ ‘set down’
leyges
laǧwas
lix̂es
‘grow’
‘set up’
‘put on’
kaǧwas
kix̂es
‘lose’
‘bury’
gix̂es
‘put under’
eygas
aǧwas
ix̂es
‘round up cattle’ ‘let in’
‘place in’
qeygas
‘catch up’
ǧeygas
ǧaǧwas
ǧix̂es
‘drive out (cattle)’ ‘hatch out’ ‘beat’
xix̂es
‘apply, put
next to’

-ayč
sayčes
‘scatter’
layčes
‘jump, ﬂy’

gayčes
‘crawl under’

Rutul preﬁxed verbs indicate gender agreement by inﬁxes which entail some
morphonological changes, e.g., (Maxmudova 2001, 14):
li〈y〉či-ri
jump:-pst

‘The boy jumped.’

(b) r1š
girl (abs)

le〈r〉či-ri
jump:-pst

‘The girl jumped.’

(c) c’ii
goat(abs)

li〈w〉či-ri
jump:-pst

‘The goat jumped.’

(d) yiz
snow(abs)

li〈y〉či-ri
jump:-pst

‘The snow ﬂew.’

(18) (a) dux
boy(abs)

In some other Lezgic languages, viz. Tsakhur and Kryz, the gender inﬁxes
cause more morphonological changes in the stem, which boils down to apophony. There seems to be a sliding scale with regard to the level of morphonological changes instigated by gender inﬁxes: one minor morphonological
change in Dargi, some, or even considerable, morphonological changes in


Verb forms with masculine gender agreement undergo two morphonological changes,
/awi/  /ay/ and /ewa/  /e/, e.g., 2%# (fall:m-aor(3)) ‘he fell’ ( 〈$〉%# ),
)!P%# (see:m-aor(3)) ‘(s)he saw him’ ( )!〈$〉P%# ).
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Lezgic, apophony in Hunzib. The level of morphonological changes caused
by the gender inﬁxes in its turn reﬂects the diﬀerent levels of lexicalization
(univerbation) of the verb stems in these languages.

 %      
Bipartite stems have long been noted for a number of languages of western
North America, in particular for Washo, Klamath, Sahaptin, Yana, and Atsugewi, and, to a lesser extent for some surrounding languages. They were
initially described in terms of instrumental preﬁxes and locative suﬃxes. According to DeLancey (1996, 38), however, these terms do not cover the whole
semantic range of the initial part, and underspecify the meaning of the ﬁnal part of the stem. They also seem to imply a grammatical phenomenon,
instead of a lexical one. DeLancey therefore proposes the terms ‘lexical preﬁxes’ and ‘locative-directive stems’.
The lexical preﬁxes in Klamath are bound morphemes; most of them
occur with locative-directional stems only, some also with free stems. They
can be roughly divided into three groups (DeLancey 1999, 64–7):
a. classifying lexical preﬁxes, e.g.,   ‘handful of granular objects’,   ‘liquid in container’,   ‘act with the back’,   ‘act with the knee’, 
‘living object’,  ‘ﬂat object’  ‘bunch of objects’, P ‘plural objects’.
Examples of bipartite stems are, e.g., ! ‘round object in(to) water’,
 " ‘ﬂat object in(to) the road’.
b. instrumental lexical preﬁxes, e.g.,   ‘act with ﬁnger(nail)s’,  ‘act
with hands, ﬁngers: rub, knead’,  ‘act with a pointed instrument’, 
‘hit with ﬁst, kick’,  ‘act with a round instrument, act upon a round
object’,  ‘act with a sharp instrument, stab’, " ‘act with the foot,
feet, act violently’. Examples of bipartite stems are, e.g., !  ‘break in
two (itr.)’, !  ‘break with a blow, kick’, !  ‘break with a round
instrument’.
c. motion and miscellaneous lexical preﬁxes, e.g.,  ‘sg. sit, slide’, ! !
‘pl. stand’,  ‘sg. stand’,  ‘go, move of one’s own volition’,  ‘go
(group of animals)’,  ‘sg. run, jump’. Examples of bipartite stems are,
e.g., ! ‘go into water’, !! ‘run, jump into water’, ! ‘stand in
water’.
The locative-directive stems cover the semantic ﬁelds of direction, path and
location. They are bound morphemes, always occur as the ﬁnal element
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of a compound stem, and combine freely with both motional and shapeclassifying initials. The Klamath bipartite stem can be interrupted by a
small number of aﬃxes marking reﬂexive and causative categories (DeLancey
1996, 42; 1999, 59).
The languages of the area display various degrees of grammaticalization
(DeLancey’s terminology), i.e., they vary considerably in the number of lexical preﬁxes and locative-directive stems and also diﬀer to whether these are
bound or free morphemes. For instance, the locative-directive stems in Nez
Perce are a small closed class of bound morphemes; in Chinookan, it is a
small closed class of stems, half of which is bound, half of which occurs independently as well; Klamath has a large closed class of bound morphemes
(DeLancey 1996, 42).
The overall correspondences between the languages discussed by DeLancey and the East Caucasian languages are rather striking. In both areas the preﬁxes and the roots to which they are attached are usually bound
morphemes that form a closed class. The languages in DeLancey’s sample
display diﬀerent stages of univerbation, as do the various East Caucasian languages: whereas the Dargi bipartite stems are still rather transparent, other
East Caucasian languages, like Rutul, Tsakhur, Kryz, and Hunzib, seem to
have lexicalized their bipartite stems to a larger extent.
There are diﬀerences between the two areas as well: ﬁrst, the western
North American languages seem to have large groups of lexical preﬁxes and,
sometimes, as in Klamath, locative-directive stems. As a result, bipartite
stems form a considerable part, -for Klamath even the majority- of verb stems
in these languages. The role of bipartite verb stems in East Caucasian seems
to be much more modest, e.g., eight preﬁxes and some 20 odd roots making
up a hundred of bipartite verb stems in Dargi. Furthermore, the Dargi and
other East Caucasian preﬁxes are very diﬀerent semantically: they have a
local or directional meaning, which does not seem to be part of the semantics
of the lexical preﬁxes treated by DeLancey.
If we regard bipartite stems as a particular kind of complex verbs, we
might be able to come across bipartite stems in those languages, for which
complex verbs have been described, e.g., the languages of Northern Australia.
The overview of complex verbs given by Schultze-Berndt (forthc.) provides at
least two languages, in which possible candidates for a bipartite stem analysis
can be found, i.e., Mangarrayi and Nunggubuyu, both belonging to the NonPama-Nyungan stock of languages.
One type of complex verbs in Mangarrayi is described as a compound
construction: it has a large set of initial elements, the majority of which is
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bound, and a closed class of auxiliaries which also occur as free morphemes.
The compound is a single phonological and morphological word and cannot
be interrupted by other elements (Merlan 1982, 123-31), e.g., (example from
Merlan 1982, 68, transcription from Schultze-Berndt forthc.):
(19) ngiyan-galij-ma-ny
3sg:1pl-report-aux-pst

‘He reported to us.’

A subset of the complex verbs in Nunggubuyu, called auxiliary compounds,
consists of a large set of bound initial elements connect to one verb root
 ! , which also occurs as the independent verb ‘hit, kill’ (Heath 1984, 470).
A problematic point in the analysis of these stems in Mangarrayi and Nunggubuyu is that the initial parts seem to lack the spatial, instrumental or
classifying semantics typical for bipartite stems of western North America
and the East Caucasus. This may however be a matter of analysis.
On the basis of language-internal and comparative evidence, SchultzeBerndt (forthc.) argues that Northern Australian languages have gone through
several cycles of complex verb formation. Diﬀerent stages in this cycle are reﬂected by the synchronically observable types: the type of stems exempliﬁed
above, which can probably be analyzed as bipartite stems, is then one stage
of that development. This might be an assumption worth exploring for East
Caucasian languages as well.



     

Although the Dargi preﬁxes have a clear diachronic background of deriving
preﬁxed stems, this approach is not suitable for synchronic description as well.
Preﬁxation is not a free derivational process in Dargi anymore: the preﬁxes
and the majority of roots, to which they are attached, are closed classes of
bound morphemes. The concept of bipartite stems proposed here for Dargi
provides a more coherent morphological analysis of the data. In addition, it
has the advantage of having a broader application to the whole East Caucasian language family. A further area of research could be the semantics
of the bound roots, which might be found in the ‘path of an event’, e.g.,
 ‘pour ﬂuids’,  ‘strew granular material’,  ‘gradual/involuntary movement’,  ‘voluntary/telic movement’,  ‘pull’,  ‘put’ etc. The bipartite
approach presents a stimulating point of view for the synchronic analysis of
the verbal morphology of East Caucasian languages, with repercussions for
the historical-comparative analysis of these languages as well.
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    = gender markers for systems with more than 3 genders; 1, 2, 3 = 1st, 2nd,
3rd person; abs = absolutive; ad = adlative ; aor = aorist; aux = auxiliary, dat = dative;
ela = elative; erg = ergative; f = feminine; gen = genitive; ill = illative; m = masculine; n
= neuter; neg = negation; nh = non-human plural; onom (onomatopeia) = sound symbolic
element; part = past participle; partic= particle; pl= plural; prev = preverb; pst = past; sg
= singular; sub = sublative; sup = superlative.
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